
Week  7 - commencing 24th August 2020 

Miss Radford’s Fluid Group 

Task 1 - Arrays and Multiplication 
Each array has rows and columns. Rows go across, and 

columns go up and down.  

How could you show the number 20 in an array? 

When we talk about multiplication, it is another way of saying “groups of”. 

The symbol we use to write a number sentence is an ‘x’ 

5 + 5 + 5 + 5 is the same as writing 4 groups of 5. 

4 groups of 5 is the same as writing 4 x 5 = 

For each number below, please show me an array, repeated addition and 

multiplication number sentence. 

5 + 5 + 5 + 5 

4 + 4 + 4 + 4 +4 

10 + 10 

15 21 28 



Week  7 - commencing 24th August 2020 

Miss Radford’s Fluid Group 
Task 2 - Representing numbers in different ways 

Remember, multiplication is just another way to say “groups of”. 

We can show numbers in different ways, and that tells us that 

we understand how numbers work. 

Look at the example below, and then in your Maths book (or on 

the next page) choose two of your own numbers to represent 

in the same way. 
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Week  7 - commencing 24th August 2020 

Miss Radford’s Fluid Group 

Task 3 - Array City 
You will need: 
- newspaper 
- white paper (or black) 
- textas and pencils 
- scissors 
- glue stick 

1. Use your newspaper to cut out the shape of 3 or 4 differ-
ent buildings (however many you think will fit on your piece 
of paper). 

2. Stick your buildings together in a row on your piece of pa-
per. 

3. Cut out small squares of white paper you can use to show 
an array. 

4. Arrange your squares on each building so they are in neat 
rows and columns, and look like windows. 

5. Once you are happy with your arrays, use your glue stick 
to stick the windows onto the building. 

6. At the bottom of each building, please write the  
repeated addition number sentence and the  
multiplication number sentence for that array. 

7. When you are finished, decorate your city! 

8. Take a photo of your city and email it to Miss Radford 

You can do this activi-

ty in the Paint app on 

the computer if you 

know how to use it! 


